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INFINITARY PROPERTIES 
OF VALUED AND ORDERED VECTOR SPACES 

SALMA KUHLMANN 

?1. Introduction. The motivation of this work comes from two different direc- 
tions: infinite abelian groups, and ordered algebraic structures. A challenging 
problem in both cases is that of classification. In the first case, it is known for 
example (cf. [KA]) that the classification of abelian torsion groups amounts to 
that of reduced p-groups. A milestone in the theory of infinite abelian groups was 
the classification up to isomorphism of countable reduced p-groups by numerical 
invariants called the Ulm invariants (given by Ulm in [U]). Ulm's theorem was later 
generalized by P. Hill to the class of totally projective groups. As to the second 
case, let us consider for instance the class of divisible ordered abelian groups. These 
may be viewed as ordered Q-vector spaces. Their theory being unstable, we cannot 
hope to classify them by numerical invariants. On the other hand, being o-minimal, 
the theory enjoys several good model theoretic properties (cf. [P-S]), so the search 
for some reasonable invariants is well motivated. The common denominator of the 
two cases, as well as of many others, is valuation theory. Indeed given an ordered 
vector space, one can consider it as a valued vector space, endowed with the natural 
valuation. Also, the socle G [p] of a reduced abelian p-group G, endowed with the 
height function hG, is a valued vector space over Fp (the prime field of character- 
istic p) with values in the ordinals (cf. [F]). Moreover, knowing the skeleton of 
(G [p], hG) is equivalent to knowing the Ulm invariants of G. So Ulm's theorem 
states that a countable reduced p-group is determined up to isomorphism by the 
skeleton of its socle. Thus, a natural question arises: does the structural study of 
a reduced p-group amount to that of its socle, when viewed as a valued FFp-vector 
space? It turns out that indeed several important classes of p-groups are classified 
by their socles (cf. [F]), however in general this is not the case (cf. [R]). On the 
other hand, it is often the case that invariants classifying countable models up to 
isomorphism serve to classify models of arbitrary cardinality, but only up to infini- 
tary equivalence. In the case of torsion groups, back and forth arguments appear 
naturally and were first used by Kaplansky, later by P. Hill and C. Meggiben. A 
general result was given by J. Barwise and P. Eklof: (cf. [BA; Theorem 10]): 

Two reduced p-groups are infinitarily equivalent if and only if they have the same 
Ulm invariants. 
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Another interesting result that may be viewed as a generalized Ulm theorem for 
valued vector spaces is due to R. Brown (cf. [BR]): 

A valued vector space of countable dimension is determined up to isomorphism 
by its skeleton. 

In his applications, Brown shows that his theorem holds for ordered vector spaces 
over Q (i.e. divisible ordered abelian groups) as well. In the same spirit, we have a 
theorem due to J. Erdds (cf. [E]): 

A countable dimensional ordered R-vector space is determined up to isomorphism 
by its rank. 

In [Hi] and [H2], Hill introduces the Ulm invariants of a group relative to a 
subgroup, and uses them to generalize Ulm's theorem in the following way (cf. [H 1; 
Theorem 4. 1]): 

Let G, G' be reducedp-groups, andA a common nice subgroup. Assume that G/A 
and G'/A are countable. Then G is isomorphic to G' over A if and only if G and 
G' have the same Ulm invariants relative to A. 

The above mentioned theorems of Barwise - Eklof, Brown, Erdds and Hill are but 
a few instances of several scattered results which can be explained in a broader 
context. Each of them features some aspect of the general theory behind. The 
goal of this paper is to develop this theory systematically, and to prove a general 
classification theorem for valued vector spaces, which covers those results. Here 
we mean classification up to infinitary equivalence, rather than up to isomorphism. 
This is the appropriate setting: we have seen above, for example, that the Ulm 
invariants classify any p-group up to infinitary equivalence, whereas they classify 
only the totally projective ones up to isomorphism. The invariants we use for this 
classification are the skeletons. Actually, we do not need to fix the skeleton; we 
show a stronger result (cf. Theorem 3.1): 

Let two valued vector spaces, both correct extensions of a common subspace, be 
given. Then they are infinitarily equivalent over that common subspace if and 
only if their skeletons are infinitarily equivalent over the skeleton of the common 
subspace. 

Some explanation is required at this point. Of course, the theorem does not make 
sense unless we express valued vector spaces and their skeletons as structures in a 
first order language. This is done in Section 2, followed by several technical lemmas 
needed in the proofs of the main results. We work in a many sorted language, and 
one of the sorts is for the base field (which allows us to compare vector spaces over 
different base fields). If the extension we are considering is a a fixed field extension 
(i.e. the base field remains the same), then the extension is correct if and only if 
the subspace is nice. This brings us back to Hill's theorem, which illustrates the 
importance of considering equivalence over subspaces. It then appears that the 
natural extension of Hill's requirement about the relative Ulm invariants is just 
requiring isomorphism of the skeletons over the common subskeleton. But if the 
base field is not fixed in the extension, then niceness is not the right condition 
anymore. We then have to require correctness, and indeed the very reasonable 
algebraic properties of correct extensions (as developed in [K-K]) allow us to prove 
our Main Lemma, which is an embedding lemma. 
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The typical model we consider is a valued vector space, together with its skeleton. 
The reason for this choice is technical: it allows us to extend our results to valued 
vector spaces, endowed with extra predicates (cf. Section 4). It is mainly in view 
of applications to ordered vector spaces that we follow this course. In this way, we 
can prove Brown's theorem for ordered vector spaces over any ordered field, and 
recover Erdds' theorem. Another fruitful application to ordered fields was given 
in [K1]. There a criterion was derived for the infinitary equivalence of the ordered 
additive group of the field to its ordered multiplicative group of positive elements, 
yielding criteria for such a field to be exponential in the countable case. 

?2. The theory of valued vector spaces with skeleton. Let K be a field, V a K- 
vector space and F a totally ordered set with oc as its last element. A surjective 
map 

v: V - F 

is a valuation on V (and (K V, V) is a valued vector space) if for all x, y E V and 
k E K, the following holds: 

(i) v(x) = o0 if and only if x = 0, 
(ii) v(x - y) > min{v(x), v(y)} (ultrametric triangle law). 

(iii) v(kx) = v(x) if k :4 0. 

We call v ( V) := F the value set or rank of (KV, v). Let y E F and put 

VY = {X E V; V(x) > 4} 
J7 , {x E V; V(x) > 4. 

Then VY, V,; are K-subspaces (for y 7 oo) satisfying V,, c VY c V. We put 

B(V, y) = V" /v), B(V, o) = 0. 

The K-vector space B ( V, y) is called the component corresponding to y. The skeleton 
Of (K V, V) is the system S(K V,) : = (K, v(V), {B(V, y); y E v(V)}). We introduce 
a coefficient map V as follows. For every y E1 F, the coefficient map corresponding 
to y is the canonical homomorphism 

i1V(y_) V; - B(V, y) defined by rV (yx) = x + ? ), 

Let ( Vi, vi) be valued Ki-vector spaces with value set Fi (for i = 1, 2). We say that 
they are isomorphic if there exists h: K1 -- K2 a field isomorphism, f : V1 -_ V2 
a vector space isomorphism, and Ap: FL 7F2 a chain isomorphism such that for 
all x E Vi, 

p(V1 (X)) = V2(f (X)). 

Given two systems (for i = 1, 2) Si - (Ki, l7, {Bi(y); y E Fi}) say that Si S2 if 
and only if there exists h : K1 -- K2 and p : F, 1F2 as above, and for every y E FL 
a vector space isomorphism Ad, : B1 (y) -B2Q(y )). For the following easy result, 
see [Ki; Lemma 2.2]. 

LEMMA 2.1. Every isomorphism f of valued vector spaces induces canonically an 
isomorphism f s of their skeletons. 
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We wish to put the theory into a formal setting. We define the language and the 
theory of valued vector spaces with skeleton: L vs is a four sorted language; one sort 
for the base field K, one for the vector space V, one for the rank 1, and one for the 
components B. Further we need <I a binary predicate symbol, -, -1, v, C unary 
function symbols, X , , sc binary function symbols, and constant symbols 0K, 

1K OJV, 00. 

The axioms of the theory TT's in this language are the following: 

(Ao) The predicates K, V, 1, B give a partition of the universe. 
(K) (K +, ?, _,-1, OK, 1K) is a field. 

(F) <r is a total order of F with last element o0. 
(V) (V, +, sc, -, v, Ov) is a valued K-vector space. 
(B) For ally e lF: 

(B(y), -, +, *sc, C(y)) is a K-vector space whose zero is ;(y). 
(RES) it: F x V - B is surjective, and Vy e 1, 7t(y, -) is a homomorphism. 

Note that all those axioms except "v is surjective", and "n is surjective" are universal, 
so preserved for substructures. 

Let L v denote the language of valued vector spaces (as a sublanguage of L vs) 
and Tv the theory of valued vector spaces (obtained by forgetting the axioms con- 
cerning the components and the coefficient maps). Similarly let Ls and Ts denote 
the language of skeletons and the theory of skeletons respectively (obtained from L vs 
in the obvious way). 

We denote the models of Tvs, Tv and Ts by the symbols XW, M, and M respec- 
tively. 

REMARK 2.2. (1) Let Xf a model of Tvs, canonically, we can "restrict" X' to a 
model V(X') of Tv, and to a model S(Id) of Ts. Also, if f : XWI -- /W2 is an 
isomorphism of models of Tvs, canonically we can "restrict" f to an isomorphism 
f v: V (X'1) V (A'2) of the corresponding models of Tv, and to an isomorphism 
fs S(A'1) S( (A2) of the corresponding models of Ts. We say that f is a 
lifting of g (respectively of a) if f v = g (respectively f s = a). 

(2) Fix an arbitrary field K0. Consider on the one hand the class of Ko-valued 
vector spaces, and on the other hand the class of models of Tv for which K = K0. 
Then there is a bijective correspondence between those two classes. Moreover, 
every isomorphism of valued Ko-vector spaces determines an isomorphism over K0 
of the corresponding models of Tv (more precisely, it determines an isomorphism 
fixing the common substructure generated by the set of parameters Ko), and vice- 
versa. Similarly, we have a bijective correspondence between the class of skeletons 
of valued Ko-vector spaces on the one hand, and that of models of Ts for which 
K = K0, and every isomorphism of skeletons determines an isomorphism over Ko 
of the corresponding models of Ts. 

Let L be an arbitrary language and a, - L-structures such that a c A9. Recall 
that - is said to be finitely generated over -V if there exist bI, . . . , b, E B such that 
{b . b,} U A generates the L-structure A5. If A c B we denote by (A) the 
substructure of - generated by A. Recall that K V denotes a K-vector space V. 
Now let {xi; i E I} c V. We denote by i({xi; i E I}) the K-subspace of V 
generated by the xi's (by convention, v (0) 0 0). 
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Let Ko be a subfield of K. If V is a K-vector space, then V is in a canonical manner 
a K0-vector space. We write K V and K0 V to distinguish these two structures. We 
say that Ko Vo C K V is an extension if Ko Vo is a KO-subspace of K0 V, and that K V is 
finitely generated over K0 Vo if K is finitely generated over Ko as a field and V is finitely 
generated over K ( Vo) as a vector space. The following lemma is straightforward. 

LEMMA 2.3. (1) Let M and MO be models of Tv such that MO c M. Then M is 
finitely generated over MO if and only if K V is finitely generated over K0 V0. 

(2) Let M and MO be models of Ts such that MO C M. Then M infinitely generated 
over Mo if and only if K is finitely generated over Ko as afield, and there exists afinite 
17 C F, such thatfor every e E7 \ 17, B (y) = B(,) (Bo (y)) andfor every e E7', B (y) 

infinitely generated over B(,) (Bo (y)) as a vector space. 

It then follows easily that for X and /do models of Tvs with /do C Xd, we have XI 

is finitely generated over /do if and only if K V is finitely generated over Ko VO. 
Lemma 2.3 says that the larger skeleton is finitely generated over the smaller 

one if for all but finitely many values, the larger components are just the smaller 
ones "blown up" to the larger field. Moreover, at the finitely many exceptional 
values, we allow only a finite set of generators. The lemma does not tell us that 
if an extension of Tv models is finitely generated, then the same holds for the 
corresponding skeleton extension. In fact, this will not be true in general. So we 
need a further assumption. Let V be a valued K-vector space. Recall that . c V 
is K-valuation independent if 0 V . and 

V( Ez X) {xkE;k0i} {v(x)} 

holds for all kx E K such that kx = 0 except for a finite number of x's. Now 
suppose that K0 Vo C K V. Say that Ko Vo is valuation disjoint from K in K V if 
K0-valuation independent elements in VO remain K-valuation independent in V. In 
case of valuation disjoint extensions, it was shown in [K-K; Proposition 3.10] that 
taking components "commutes" with "blowing up". So we can prove 

LEMMA 2.4. Suppose M, Mo l= Tv and that Ko Vo is valuation disjoint from K 
in K V. If M infinitely generated over MO, then S (M) infinitely generated over S (MO). 

PROOF. Set W = ( (Vo). By Lemma 2.3, we have that K is finitely generated 
over Ko and dim( V/ W) is finite; hence 

dim(V/ W) > E dim (B(JV, y) /B(W y)) 
yEv( V) 

(cf. [Ki; Proposition 2.10]). In particular, this sum has finite support, i.e. 
there exists a finite subset 17' C v(V) such that for every y V 1", we have that 
dim (B(V, y) /B(W y)) 0 0. Moreover, for every e lI", dim(B(V, y)/B(Wy)) is 
finite. On the other hand, Ko Vo being valuation disjoint from K in K V, we have for 
every y c v(V) 

B(Wy ) = B(J2) (B( yo, y)). 

Hence by Lemma 2.3, S(M) is finitely generated over S(MO). - 
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Recall that the subspace VO of V is nice in V if for all x E V, the subset 
v(x + Vo) = {v(x + z); z E Vo} of v(V) admits a maximum (cf. [F] and [K2] 
for more on nice subspaces). We say that K0 Vo C K V is a correct extension if VO is 
valuation disjoint from K in V and v ( Vo) is nice in V. Let M and MO be models 
of Tv such that MO C M. We say that M is a correct extension of Mo if and 
only if K0 Vo C K V is a correct extension. We close this section by the following 
result which is a mere reformulation in our formal language of the corresponding 
algebraic result given in [K-K; Corollary 4.6]. It states that for correct extensions, 
embeddings of the skeletons lift to embeddings of the valued vector spaces. 

LEMMA 2.5 (Main Lemma). Let /o, /i and I2 be models of TT's such that /o C 
Xdi for i = 1, 2, V(/41) is a correct extension of V(,f/o) and /di is finitely generated 
over /do. Suppose that there is an embedding a of S (/' ) in S (p2) over S (/do). Then 
there exists an embedding f of /Xi in '2 over /o such that f s = a (i.e. f is a lifting 
of a). 

?3. L,,,,-equivalence. Let L be a language, a, 6 L-structures and ao a common 
substructure. We refer the reader to [BA] or [PO] for the definitions of the infinitary 
language L of infinitary equivalence of a? and 6 over ao (that we write " O c 
. over ao"), of local isomorphism, of karpian family, as well as for the main known 
facts concerning these notions. We write 

I: a -6,F (over go) 

if I is a nonempty karpian family of isomorphisms (over ao) of si-substructures 
onto -substructures. 

Let X1 and X2 be models of Tvs and F : X1 fX2, G: V(/i1) V(42) and 

I: S (i1) S(X/2) . We say that G (respectively, Z) lifts to F if and only if for 

every f E F there exists g E G (respectively, a E -) such that f is a lifting of a 
restriction of g (respectively, of v). 

For the rest of this section, suppose /o, /i, 4K9 1= TVS such that /do C Xi, 
i = 1, 2. Our aim now is to prove the following 

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that V (X/i) is a correct extension of V (xo) , i = 1, 2. Then 
the following are equivalent: 

(1) X1-OO XW2 over /do in L ,S . 
(2) VQ(XI?)) V(X/2) over V(x/o) in Lv. 
(3) S(X'1)-0060 S(X2) over SQ(iot) in Ls. 

It is easy to see that (1) implies (2) and (3), even without the assumption that 
V(fi) is a correct extension of V (,i0). Indeed take F: X1 /W2 over Xo and set 

Fv ,{fv; f e F} and Fs ={fs; f e F}. 

Then Fv: V (/i) V Q(/2) over V(Ao) and Fs : S (G,) S(Q,2) over S(Ao). 

The implication (2) implies (1) also holds in general, as seen from the next 

LEMMA 3.2. Every karpian family G 7- 0 of isomorphisms over V (/to) of V(xi1 )- 
substructures which are finitely generated over V(l4O) onto V(It2)-substructures 
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which are finitely generated over V(xo) lifts to a karpian family F 7 0 of local 
isomorphisms over /do. 

PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the domain and range of 
the functions in G are submodels which are finitely generated over V("'0) (indeed, 
just by making v surjective, we can enlarge any substructure to a submodel). Further 
we can suppose that id: V(xO) -* V(AO) is an element of G. Let g E G, 
dom g = MA, im g = M'. Let Xi' be the submodel of /// generated by K' U Vi' for 
i = 1, 2. Let now A" -X X2' be the isomorphism obtained from g and satisfying 
that kv = g. Then G = {Q; g E G} is a family of local isomorphisms over Ao 
of ,91-submodels onto '2-submodels and id: X0o -> Ao is in G, therefore G is 
nonempty. Let us show that G has the forth property: 

Let k E 6, : X1' - 92' and a E 1fl . As already observed, there ex- 
ists a submodel /W of /di containing (L J U {a }) and finitely generated over 
(/W' U { a }),.I. By Lemma 2.3, V (x//{) is finitely generated over V (/W') = dom g. 
So let g' e G be such that g c g' and V(x//) c domig', then g c g' and 
a e domg'. 

The back property is shown similarly. A 

The result (3) implies (1) in Theorem 3.1 is the most difficult to establish. For this 
implication, the assumption that V (i) is a correct extension of V (AO) is necessary. 
We shall need the following result, which was proved in [K-K] (Propositions 3.16 
and 3.18). 

PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose that F U C K V is a correct extension. 
(1) If F U C K' V' C K V, then F U C K' V' is also a correct extension. 
(2) If K' V' C K V is finitely generated over F U, then there exists K" V", finitely 

generated over F U, such that K' V' C K" V" C K V and K" V" C K V is a correct 
extension. 

THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that V(./i) is a correct extension of V(Ao), i = 1, 2. 
Then every karpian family I :4 0 of isomorphisms over S(Ao) of S(di )-substruc- 
tures which are finitely generated over S(fIo) onto S(ld2)-substructures which are 
finitely generated over S (Ao) lifts to a karpian family F 74 0 of local isomorphisms 
over /d. 

PROOF. Let I be as in the hypothesis of the theorem. As above, we may suppose 
that the domains and ranges of the local isomorphisms in E are submodels, and 
that id: S (Q0) - S (o0) is an element of E. Set 
F - {f; f : /W' /2 over /d, where /i' is a /i-submodel which is finitely 

generated over AO such that V (di) is a correct extension of V (i') for i = 1, 2, 
and there exists a e E such that fs C a}. 

F 7 0 since id: AO -- AO is in F. Let us show that F is a karpian family. Indeed, F 
has the forth property: 

Let f' e F, say f ' /W2 2 and a e I d 1. Let /da be a submodel of ', 
such that (L' U {a })c c // and /a is finitely generated over A". Then Kv, Va 
is finitely generated over K' V. So by hypothesis and Proposition 3.3, there exists 
K;' V{' finitely generated over Kv, Va, and such that K" V{' C Ki V1 is a correct exten- 
sion. Let x/' be the submodel generated by K1l U V', then //'' is finitely generated 
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over X1' and V(ldl) is a correct extension of V(l1'). Moreover, since V(l'l) is a 
correct extension of V(Id'), then by Proposition 3.3, V("1') is a correct extension 
of V(Id'). So by Lemma 2.4, S(Id') is finitely generated over SG(I'). 

Let therefore a E E such that S (/'") c dom a and f C a. Identify now 
and f2 by f ' and call it X', and S (1') and S(/2') by f s and call it S(Ao'). Then 
a is an embedding of S(ff') in S(i2) over S(Ao). All hypothesis of Lemma 2.5 
are realized, therefore we have an embedding f " of X/1' in /2 over X0 such that 
f s'=a. This means that we have an embedding f " of 1' in 02 extending f ' and 
such that f or. 

It remains to verify that if f "(/Xl') = //', then V(/42) is a correct extension 
of V(ld,"). But 2//' being finitely generated over 2, we have that V9" is finitely 
generated over ', (V2J). Consequently, K) (VI") is finitely generated over K'(V2'). 

Since a finitely generated extension of a nice subspace is again nice (cf. [K2; 
Corollary 3.7]), it follows that [ ) (V2") is nice in K, V2. 

So it remains to show that K" V2' is valuation disjoint from K2 in K, V2. Now 
K" VI' is valuation disjoint from K, in K V1. Equivalently, for every r e Dj', 
Bj"(y) is linearly disjoint from K1 in B1 (y) (as shown in [K-K; Proposition 3.12]). 
On the other hand a: S(x/'') - S(x2") is an isomorphism. In particular, 
a K' - K2' is a field isomorphism, a: I'" -* 17 is a chain isomorphism, and 
for every y elj', a : B " (y) - B (a (ry)) is a vector space isomorphism (modulo 
an identification of K1" and K,' by a). 

We use this to show that Bl'(a(y)) is linearly disjoint from K2 in B2(a(y)), for 
every r E Fj' (which will establish the desired result, again by [K-K; Proposi- 
tion 3.12]). 

Let A, be a K('-basis of B"'(y); then ,y remains KI-independent. Clearly, 
a(~y) is a K"'-basis of B2'(a(y)). We show that it remains K2-independent (by 
[K-K; Corollary 3.3], the existence of such a basis implies that B5'(a (y)) is linearly 
disjoint from K2 in B2(a(y)) as required). If not, there exist k1, . . . e, ki E K2 and 
b , ..., bE ,y such that EInjU kia(bi) = 0. Since a E 1, there exists r E I such 
that a c r and k1, . , E im -r. Then 

n s 

E T-l(ki)bi = -r1 E kia(bi)) = O 
i=l i=l 

which contradicts that Jy is K1 -independent. 
The back property is shown by a symmetrical argument. - 

Thus, we have established Theorem 3.1. 
Recall that two countably generated structures are L.,, -equivalent if and only 

if they are isomorphic (cf. [BA; Theorem 2]). We now want to apply our above 
results to models of Tv. Let Mi l= Tv with JMi I = Ki U Vi U Fi for i = 0, 1, 2, and 
Mo c Mi for i = 1, 2. 

COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose that Mi is a correct extension of MO for i = 1, 2. Then 

MI M2 over Mo if andonlyif S(M1) - S(M2) over S(MO). 

If moreover Mi is countably generated over Mo for i - 1, 2, then 

MI1-M2 over Mo if andonlyif S(MI) S(M2) over S(Mo). 
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PROOF. The first assertion follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. For the second 
one, it suffices to observe that if Mi is countably generated over MO, then S(M1) 
is countably generated over S (Mo). One establishes this fact by a simple argument 
using Lemma 2.4. - 

Note that by Lemma 2.3, Mi is countably generated over MO if and only if Ki is 
countably generated over Ko and Vs is countably generated over Ki K Vo). 

Applying Corollary 3.5 with the hypothesis: MO c Mi is a fixed field extension 
for i = 1, 2, we obtain (using Remark 2.2 (2)) 

COROLLARY 3.6. Let Vo, VI, V2 valued K-vector spaces and suppose Vo is nice in Vi 
for i = 1, 2. Then 

V1Cco V2 over Vo (as valued K-vector spaces) 

if and only if 

S(V1) _ S(V2) (over S ( Vo)). 

If moreover dim(Vi/VO) < So for i = 1, 2, then 

VI V2 (over Vo) if and only if S (V1) S ( V2) (over S ( Vo)). 

Note that this corollary covers several known results. Indeed, setting VO = 0 
in the second assertion yields that a countable dimensional valued vector space is 
determined up to isomorphism by its skeleton (cf. R. Brown [BR]). In the context 
of p-groups, the second assertion yields an extension of Zippin's theorem due to 
P. Hill. Also setting again V0 = 0 in the first assertion yields a theorem due to 
Barwise and Eklof (cf. [BA; Theorem 10]). 

We refer readers interested in applications of the theory of valued vector spaces 
to p-groups to L. Fuchs [F]. 

?4. Application to ordered vector spaces. We now apply the above results to or- 
dered vector spaces over ordered fields. We view them as valued vector spaces, by 
endowing them with their natural valuation. In this case, the skeletons we obtain 
are ordered skeletons, that is, the components are themselves ordered vector spaces. 
Isomorphisms of ordered vector spaces and isomorphisms of ordered skeletons are 
then defined in the obvious way (see [KI; Section 2] for more details). Note that an 
isomorphism f of ordered vector spaces preserves the natural valuation, and that 
the induced f s is an isomorphism of ordered skeletons. The converse was proved 
in [KI] (Proposition 2.19): 

LEMMA 4. 1. Assume that f is an isomorphism preserving the natural valuation. If 
the induced f s is an isomorphism of ordered skeletons, then f is an isomorphism of 
ordered vector spaces. 

We can formalize these notions by taking new predicate symbols <K, < v and <B. 

In L 11 U {<K, < VI }, the theory of ordered vector spaces with the natural valuation is 
basically given by the 

(1) axioms expressing that (K, <K) is an ordered field, 
(2) axioms expressing that (VK < v) is an ordered K-vector space and the 
(3) axiom expressing that v is indeed the natural valuation: 

(v(x) = v(y)) ( ) 3k E K(IyI <V kjxj A /xj <v klyl). 
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Similarly, in Ls U {<K, <B }, the theory of ordered skeletons has the: 

(1) axioms expressing that (K, <K) is an ordered field, and the 
(2) axioms expressing that: for all y E F, (B (y), <B) is an ordered K-vector space. 

Below, let Mi denote an ordered vector space, with jMj = Ki U Vi U Fi, for 
i = 0, 1, 2 and MO C Mi, for i = 1, 2. Applying Theorem 3.1 we get 

COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose that Mi is a correct extension of Mo for i = 1, 2. Then 
MI M2 over MO (as ordered vector spaces) if and only if S(M1) = 00 S(M2) 
over S (MO) (as ordered skeletons). If moreover Mi is countably generated over MO 
for i = 1, 2, then Ml M2 over Mo if and only if S(Ml) S(M2) over S(Mo). 

Indeed by Lemma 4.1, lifting a partial isomorphism of ordered skeletons will 
produce a partial isomorphism of the corresponding ordered vector spaces. On the 
other hand, the observation before that lemma says that a partial isomorphism of 
ordered vector spaces induces a partial isomorphism of the corresponding ordered 
skeletons. 

Let us apply this last corollary with the assumption: Mo C Mi is a fixed field 
extension for i = 1, 2. Observe that in this situation (where K1 = K2= Ko), 
MIo M2 over Ko if and only if VI c V2 (as ordered KO-vector spaces). 

COROLLARY 4.3. Let VI, V2 be ordered K-vector spaces over an orderedfield K. 
Then 

VI -ooco V2 (as ordered K-vector spaces) 

if and only if 

S (VI) =O,) S ( V2) (over K in Ls(<K, <B)). 

If moreover dimK Vi < f o for i = 1, 2, then 

VI V2 (as ordered K-vector spaces) 

if and only if 

S( V1) S(V2) (as ordered skeletons). 

The second assertion in the above corollary is the analogue to Brown's theorem 
(cf. [BR]) for ordered vector spaces. 

We also get the following generalization of a theorem due to J. Erdos (cf. [E]): 

COROLLARY 4.4. Let VI, V2 be ordered R-vector spaces. Then 

VIo V2 as ordered R-vector spaces 

if and only if 

F1 I F2 as ordered sets. 

PROOF. It suffices to observe that in the ordered skeleton of an ordered IR-vector 
space, all IR-archimedean components are isomorphic to IR. - 
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